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Abstract

Two studies were conducted that investigated congruency of text

information with prior knowledge as a factor in the reading compre-

hension of middle grade children. In both studies children read

texts containing both congruent and incongruent information. New

information that contradicted common beliefs of children similar

to the subjects of the study was labelled incongruent information

while new information similar to the prior knowledge of the children

was labelled congruent.

The purpose of the first study was to develop an instrumont to

identify fifth and sixth-grade children who overrely on prior know-

ledge in their comprehension of text. Large differences between

comprehension scores for congruent and incongruent information were

considered an indication of the use of a strategy of overreliance on

prior knowledge. A group was identified that found congruent infor-

mation much easier than incongruent Ingormacion. Although many of

the differences found could be attributed to chance factors, simi-

larities among the children in the group suggested that part of the

variance of the difference score might ba attributable to special

difficulty that these children experienced with incongruent information.

The purpose of the second study was to investigate how degree of

congruency interacts with degree of explicitness and level of staging

of information to affect the reading comprehension of fourth and

1)



seventh graders. Texts containing both incongruent and congruent

information were presented in explicit and implicit versions with

incongruent information staged either high or low in the texts.

Incongruent information was found to be more difficult than

congruent information for children in both grades. Explicitness of

congruent information made no difference to fourth graders, but incon-

gruent information was more difficult when it was implicit. In Grade

7, both kindi of information were affected by the degree of explicit-

ness, so that implicitness of incongruent information presented no

special difficulty. Staging had no effect in either grade.

ti
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CONGRUENCE 07 PRIOR KNOWLEDGE AND TEXT INFORMATION AS A FACTOR

rri THE READING COMPREHENSION OF MIDDLE-GRADE CHILDREN

Katherine Maria, and Walter H. MacGinitie

the past, researchers in the field of learning disabilities

have mainly been concerned with determining factors that may be

responslble for difficulty in decoding. There is now developing an

interest in the relation between learning disabilities and difficul-

ties in reading comprehension (e.g., Weaver, 1978; Weaver 6 Dickinson,

1979). Past research in learning disabilities has sought to define

such disabilities on the basis of deficiencies in basic processes

(e.g., Johnson 6 fiklebust, 1967) or neurological differences (e.g.,

Mattis, French,6 lapin, 1975). Recent work has begun to focus on

the role of text processing strategies (e.g., Maria 6 MacGinitie,

1980). The focus on strategies has been stimulated by a growing

appreciation of the complexity and interactive nature of the reading

process.

Several theorists (e.g., Rumelhart, 1977; Kintsch, 1979) have

devised models of the interactive processing in reading. Earlier

models, like that of Gough (1972), suggested that understanding a

text resulted from the reader's progression through a hierarchy of

procesees, from identifying features to the recognition of letters

and words and finally to a processing of sentences and text. Later-

active models view readers as engaging in parallel processing at

many levels at the same time. In these models, processing moves in

two directions: bottom-up, as in the earlier models, and also top-

1.
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down, so that knowing what the story is about and identifying letters

in a word contribute simultaneously to the identification of a particu-

lar word. In an important sense, this more sophisticated understanding

of reading blurs the distinction between decoding and comprehension,

since each is seen as interacting with the other.

Kintsch's (1979) interactive model assumes the processes of word

identification, access of word meanings, and syntactic analysis as

bottom-up processes going on at the same time as top-down processes.

Top-down processes are based on factors like the reader's goal for

reading, his world knowledge and the schemata that structure the text.

These top-down processes are extremely important, because usually a

higher-level process will make a decision as to the particular meaning

to be encoded on the basis of context long before lower-level analyses

are completed (Kintsch, 1977; Marslen -Wilson Es Welsh, 1978).

The interactive nature of the reading process and the limited

capacity of memory force readers to allocate their resources or, in

other words, program their processing. This programming involves the

use of particular strategies, so that a reading problem may result

frau using an inappropriate strategy for a particular reading task.

It is possible Chat in some children a deficit in basic processing

may lead to the use of an inappropriate strategy. Oa the other hand,

a reader say use a strategy that is not ordinarily optimal for a par-

ticular task but that compensates somewhat for a basic processing

deficit.
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The ultimate goal of the identification of causes of disabilities

in reading performance is to suggest methods of remediation to improve

that performance. Remedial programs designed to improve deficits in

basic processing (e.g., Frostig & Horne, 1964) have generally improved

performance in the tasks presumed to require the particular type of

processitg (e.g., figure ground perception) but have not improved

reading performance (Hamill 4 Bartel, 1975). The strategies a

reader -see are more directly related to the reading process. There-

fore, a eearch for causation at this more proximate level may be

more useful in designing procedures to improve reading performance.

The work of Spiro and his associates at the Center for the Study

of Reading (Spiro, 1979, 1980; Spiro and Smith, in press; Spiro 4

Tirre, 1980) has involved the classification of poor readers in terms

of the strategies ihey use in reading comprehension. It is important

to note that Spiro's classification is a classification of poor readers.

It is difficult to classify good readers according to the strategies

they use, because there is evidence that they are flexible and adjust

their strategy to fit the particular reading task (Frederiksen, 1975).

It appears that poor readers are less likely to do this but may use a

particular strategy whether it is task appropriate or not.

Spiro (1979) argues for a two-tiered approach to individual dif-

ferences in reading comprehension. One tier involves the component

skills in comprehension; the other is concerned with the manifestation

of Skill deficiencies in reading comprehension style. Confronted with
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a skill deficiency, two options are available to readers. They may

persevere in the problem area or they may shift processing resources

in an effort to compensate for the problem. For example, there are

readers who decode laboriously but persevere with their decoding

efforts. Given the limitation om information processing capacity,

this behavior may produce a "bottleneck" in the system (Perfetti

6 Leave., 1978). The result may be that higher-order, more knowledge -

based processe, will not be utilized. On the other hand, readers who

decode laboriously may prefer to avoid the decoding tasks and rely on

prior knowledge to guess what is likely to occur in the text. Ln

other words, the same deficiency may lead to either a text-based or

a knowledge-based comprehension style.

Spiro (1979) has found evidence to support the view that poor

readers tend to over-rely either on top-down (knovledge-based) or

bottomrup (text-based) processing. The individual poor reader, how-

ever, does not over-rely on top-down processing at one time and over-

rely on bottomrup processing at another time (Spiro 6 Smith, in press).

Me poor reader who over-relies on bottom-up processing has difficulty

seeing beyced the details to the total meaning. The poor reader who

over-relies on top-down processing decides what the passage is about

and ignores details that might disconfirm his hypothesi.

Spiro (1979, 1980) is cm of the few investigators to suggest

that using one's prior knowledge could interfere with comprehension.

Mot researchers (e.g., Pearson, 1979; Bower, Black, and Turner, 1979)
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have focused cc the importance of prior knowledge as an aid to under-

standing rather than a source of interference. Prior knowledge is

important because it is necessary for inferencing. There is evidence

that infereucing is used more in the comprehension of text than had

previously been recognized (Clark 4 Clark, 1977; Nix, 1977). Many

times, inferences are absolutely necessary in order to understand a

passage at all. These inferences have been referred to as logical

(Warren, Nicholas, 4 Trabasso, 1979) or enabling inferences (Hildyard

4 Olson, 1978). Even in cases where inferences are not necessary

to make the text coherent, they may serve to instantiate the inform-

ation concretely (Anderson & Ortouy, 1975) or allow the reader to

process the text to a deeper level (Craik 4 Lockhart, 1972) and thus

serve as an aid to memory.

Several sZudies done vith poor readers (Marshall 4 Clock, 19 77 -

1978; Tierney, Bridge, 4 Cora, 1978-1979; Weaver 4 Dickinson, 1979)

found that the poor readers made use of their prior knowledge as evi-

denced by a substantial amount of inferencing in their recalls. Weaver

and Dickinson (1979) categorized inferences as either major or minor.

In major inferences entire sentences were added or replaced while in

minor inferences only words or phrases were changed. The recalls of

the poor readers in the Weaver and Dickinson study contained sore major

inferences then the recalls of the normal readers.

Other studies that have analyzed the nature of inference have

found that college-age poor readers do make inferences from what they
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read but that their inferences differ frog those of sood readers.

Tierney, Bridge, and Cora (1978-1979), using Frederiksen's (1977)

Taxonomy of Text-Based Inferences, found that all readers ases. in

a substantial amount of inferential processing, although good readers

include more explicit and inferred information in free and probed

recall. The inferences made by the poor readers tended to substi-

tute superordinate concepts for subordinate concepts, which contri-

buted to the lack of specificity in their recalls. Good readers

tended to make more causal and conditional inferences. Collese -age

students defined as not so fluent readers in a study by Marshall and

Clock (1977-1978) also did a substantial amount of inferencing, which,

on some occasions, resulted in recalls that were contradictory to the

text. These studies sunset that many poor readers do use inferences

to contruct meaning from text but that they may use prior knowledge

somewhat differently than good readers in this process.

The interactive compensatory model (Spiro, 1979; Stanovich, 1980)

may provide an explain/it:Ion for this conclusion. It is true that every

reader must be able to relate the text information ti his prior know-

ledge in some way. However, interactive models of reading (Rumelhart,

1977; Kintsch, 1978; Stanovich, 1980) susgest that it is the task of

the reader to balance input from other levels of processing such as

orthography, syntax, and text structure with his prior knowledge.

The reader must know when and how to use prior knowledse to interpret

text. Toe nature of the relationship betveen text information and

1,



prior knowledge can be one of similarity or one of difference. In

this paper, text ieformation similar to the information in the reader's

prior knowledge will be labeled congruent information, and text informa-

tion that is different from the reader's prior knowledge will be labeled

incongruent information.

The weight given to prior knowledge in the interactive processing
2

of information should differ according to the nature of the information.

Relying on prior krowledge to process congruent information would be

efficient. Deficiencies in other knowledge sources such as word recog-

nition and linguistic ability would be masked, since all knowledge

sources would be working together. In fact, this lack of conflict

between knowledge sources ehould make congruent information easier to

process than inccmgruent information for all children. One of the

studies described below provided a testiof this hypothesis.

On the other hand, one of the main reasons for learning to read

is so that one can read to acquire new information. At times, this

now information may conflict with the reader's prior knowledge. Re-

solving this conflict so that one's schema can accommodate the new

incongruent information seems to involve giving Tare weight to textual

cues than to one's prior knowledge. Thus, we hypothesised that chil-

dren who over-rely on prior knowledge do not accnmmodate their schemata

to this new information and so may be distinguished,by differences in

their ability to comprehend congruent and incongruent information.

Numerous studies (e.g., Guzak, 1972; Kintsch, 1974; Goetz, 1977)
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have found explicit information easier to comprehend than implicit

information. Yet in an informal study that was preliminary to the

studies reported here (Maria & MalaGinitie, 1980), congruency of

information appeared to affect the children studied more than did

explicitness of the information.

Although we must all use what wie already know to help us under-

stand what we read, Bobrow and Norman (1975) have suggested that the

:efficient processor is one who focuses on the unexpected and processes

the expected superficially. There is evidence that efficient readers

do process expected information superficially (Spiro & Esposito, 1977).

The poor readers who were the focus of the preliminary study did not.

It appeared that they asstailanwithe new information to their prior

knowledge schema but failed to accommodate their schema to the new

information. Thus these children can be described as using a non -

accommodating strategy (Maria & MacGinitie, 1980).

Children who make use of this non-accommodating strategy do not

seem to learn well from written language. They are disabled in the

comprehension of written language when the text contains new information.

Yet they do learn. The fact that they are of adequate intelligence and

can learn information presented orally in class by their teachers is

evidence of this. In addition, they do not appear to have any overt

language problems, and they appear to be more verbal than other poor

readers.

In the preliminary investigation, the Information, Similarities,

Vocabulary, and Comprehension subtests of the WISC-R were administered

`i



to several of the subjects who used a non -accomeodating strategy. All

these children scored at least average range or higher on these verbal

subtests of the WISC-R (Kaufman, 1979).

On intelligence tests such as the WISC-R, previously acquired

knowledge and ability to apply that knowledge is sampled by asking the

child short oral questions that the child also responds to orally.

The child is asked questions on the Information subtest like, "Why

does oil float on water?"; questions on the Similarties subtest like,

"How are beer and wine alike?"; questions on the Vocabulary subtest

like, "What does nonsense mean?"; and questions on the Comprehension

subtest like, "Why are criminals locked up?" Most of these questions

could be answered by children who are alert to the world around them,

able to acquire knowledge by means of oral language, and able to make

use of that knowledge.

Another finding in the Weaver and Dickinson (1979) study may help

account for the difficulty these children have in learning from written

language. Weaver and Dickinson suggested that the problem of the poor

readers they had studied might be due to a lack of balance between

their use of certain linguist c cues called cohesive markers and their

use of prior knowledge. Cohesive markers were defined by Halliday and

Hasan (1976) as words that signal relationships between sentences and

even paragraphs. These words include pronouns, conjunctions, time

words like then or later, place terms like here and there as well as
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many others. Many of these markers are deictic terms that force the

child to take account of the framework set by the text. Cohesive

markers were apparertly not salient for poor readers studied by Weaver

and Dickinson (1979), for they remembered and introduced relatively

few of these markers in trying to recall a text. It is likely that

cohesive markers and deictic terms, as well as other structural ele-

ments, are more important in written language where there is a lack

of shared extralinguistic context between the writer and the reader

and where the task of the reader is to get the ideational meaning more

than the personal meaning (Midgard Eg Olson, 1978). Thus, more subtle

linguistic problems might affect comprehension of the more complex

written language by these children and cause them to over-rely on an

alternate knowledge source, i.e., rely on prior knowledge.

Many of the texts used in the preliminary investigation made

extensive use of cohesive markers and other deictic terms in "explic-

itly" stating information. Such supposedly explicit information would

be difficult for children who fail to take account of these linguistic

cues.

Some of these texts also stated congruent information at the

outset of the text with incongruent information coming later in the

text To put it another way, congruent information was staged high

and incongruent information was staged low. Clements (1979) has sug-

gested that the level of staging of a piece of information depends on

the position at which it is introduced in the text, whether it is old

or new information, and whether it is coordinated or subordinated to
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a previous topic. He found evidence that information staged higher

in the text is comprehended and recalled better than information

staged lower in the text.

A study by Kimmel (1981) was consistent with the Clements (1979)

results. Kimmel found that some poor readers form an interpretation

of the eatly portion of a text and try to interpret all subsequent

text in conformity with the initial interpretation. These poor

readers also use a non-accommodating strategy, in this case, over -

relying on their prior knowledge of text structure rather than tezt

content.

In order to show that it is the congruency of the information

that affects the group of poor readers discussed here, it will event-

ually be necessary to demonstrate that this effect is not simply

another example of inflexible processing studied by Kimmel (1981).

There is evidence that when normal readers have heightened interest

in, or very strong feelings about, some part of the text message,

the effect of staging will not be evident in their recalls (Clements,

1979). If some poor readers focus on what they already know, regard-

less of where it is staged in the text, this congruent information

will be more salient for them than incongruent information. If they

are over-relying on their prior knowledge, then incongruent information

should be more difficult even when it is staged higher in the text.

The present paper reports on two investigations. The primary

purpose of Experiment I was to evaluate an instrument designed to

identify children who over-rely on their prior knowledge in the tater-
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pretation of written text--children who use a non-accommodating

strategy. The primary purpose of Experiment II was to investigate

how degree of congruency of the information interacts with degree

of explicitness end level of staging to affect the comprehension

of middle-grade children.

Experiment I

Method

Sub acts. The subjects were 164 students in the fifth and

sixth grades of a suburban parochial school near New York City.

They were all from middle class families with 102 black and only

five children for whom English was a second language. Students

from these grades were selected to allow for comparisons between

the results of this study and those of the Kimmel (1981) study

that used the same subjects.

Standardized test scores on the SRA Achievement Tests, Levels

E and F, Form 2, given to the children two months previous to the

study, were available as well as IQ scores on the Otis-Lennon Mental

Ability Test, Elementary Level II, Fora J. Children in the fifth

grade had taken the Otis-Lennon Mental Ability Test several months

previously. The IQ scores of the sixth-grade children were from

the test given the previous year.
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Materials. Twenty-eight expository texts were constructed.

Each text was about 150 words long and concerned a topic from either

science or social studies. An overriding concern in the constructian

of these texts was their naturalness. Every attempt was made to con-

struct texts that might well be found in a middle grade textbook.

Every effort was also made to use words that were familiar to the

children and that posed few decoding problems. Each text was con-

structed around two pieces of target information. Both pieces of

information were judged likely to be new information to children of

this age. One new piece of information was judged to be congruent

with the children's prior knowledge schemata for the topics of the

paragraph. This piece of information was designated coneruent infor-

mation. The other piece of information was assumed to contradict

some information in the children's prior knowledge schemata. This

piece of information was designated inconeruent information. In some

texts, both pieces of target information were explicitly stated while

in others they ware only implied.

The texts consisted of two or three paragraphs. In some texts

the incongruent information was staged high (Clements, 1979), i.e.,

contained in the first paragraph, and the congruent information was

staged low, i.e., contained in the second or third paragraph. Ln

other texts this situation was reversed.
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These manipulations resulted in four different types of texts.

Descriptions of four types of texts and an example of each type are

given below. In the example, it was assumed that the information

that gasoline is derived from once-living organisms is not consistent

with the children's perception of gasoline as a non-living chemical

liquid used to power cars.

1. A text in which the target information was explicitly stated,

with iocongruent information staged high and the congruent information

staged low (E Inc H/E Con L).

Coal and oil are two of today's major sources of energy.
Much of the oil we get from the earth is made into gasoline.
The gasoline that powers our cars was at one time alive. It
is mLie up of tiny creatures that once swam and crawled in
ancient seas long before humans errived on earth. The creatures
were covered by sand and rock. Under heat and pressure, they
turned into oil. W. do not have to mdne for oil. We drill
wells and pump it out of the ground.

Coal was also formed by pressure, but it must be mined.
Coal looks like black rock. It is a very important source of
fuel for making electricity. Wit need so much coal today that
we now use two ways of mining ittunneling and strip mining.
In strip mining, hugs machines cut away enormous slices of
earth to get at the coal underneath. In some places, the
older way of mining, tunneling into the earth, is still used.
Tunneling is a less destrUctive method of mining.

2. A text in which the target information was explicitly stated,

with tne incongruent information staged low and the congruent infor-

mation staged high (E Inc L/E Con H).

Coal and oil are two of today's major sources of energy.
Coal must be mined. Coal looks lika black rock. It is a very
important source of fuel for making electricity. We need so
much coal today that we now use rwo ways of mining it--tunnel-
ing and strip mining. In strip mining huge machines cut away
enormous slices of earth to get at the coal underneath. In

some places, the older way of mining, tunneling into the earth,
is still used. Tunneling is a less destructive method of mining.
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Coal and oil are both found underground. Much of the oil
we get from the earth is made into gasoline. The gasoline that
powers our cars was at one time alive. It is made up of tiny
creatures that once swam and crawled in ancient seas long before
humans arrived on earth. These creatures were covered by sand
and rock. Under heat and pressure they were turned into oil.
We do not have to mine for oil. We drill wells and pump it
out of the ground.

3. A text in which the target information was implicitly stated,

with the incongruent information staged high and the congruent infor-

mation staged low (I Inc H/I Con L).

Coal and oil are two of today's major sources of energy.
Much of the oil we get from the earth is made into gasoline.
The gasoline that powers our cars is made up of tiny creatures
that once swam and crawled in ancient seas long efore humans
arrived on earth. These creatures were covered ay sand and
rock. Under heat and pressure, they were turned into oil. We
do not have to mine for,oil. We drill wells and pump it out
of the ground. -

Coal was also formed by pressure, but it must be alined.
Coal looks like black rock. It is a very important source
of fuel for making electricity. We need so much coal today
that me now use two ways of eining it: tunneling and strip
mining. In the newer way, huge machines cut sway enormous
slices of earth to get at the coal underneath. In some places,
the older way of mining, tunneling tato the earth, is still
used. Tunneling is a less destructive method of mining.

4. A text in which the target information was implicitly stated,

with the incongruent information staged low and the congruent infor-

mation staged high (I Inc L/I Con 0).

Coal and oil are two of today's major sources of energy.
Coal must be mined. Coal looks like black rock. It is a very
important source of fuel for making electricity. We need so
much coal today that we now use two ways of mining it--tunnel-
ing and strip mining. In the newer way huge machines cut away
enormous slices of earth to get at the coal underneath. La
some places, the older way of mining, tunneling into the earth,
is still used. Tunneling is a less destructive method of mining.
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Coal and oil are both found underground. Much of the
oil we get from the earth is made into gasoline. The gasoline
that powers our cars is made up of tiny creatures that oLce
swam snd crawled in ancient *sae long before humans arrived
on earth. These creatures were covered by sand and rock. Under
heat and pressure, they turned into oil. We do not have to
mine for oil. We drill wells and pump it out of the ground.

For each text, two questions were constructed, one concerning

the congruent target informatico and one concerning the incongruent

target information. The questions were multiple-choice questions

with either two or three answer choices:

Gasoline was once

( ) alive
( ) water
( ) sand and rock

Strip mining is

( ) cutting away the earth with machines

( ) pumping
( ) tunneling into the earth

In the case of questions with two choices, one choice was judged to

be more congruent with the child's prior knowledge chema for the

topic while the other choice was judged incongruent. Thus, for

congruent target informatico the congruent choice was the correct

answer; for incongruent target information the incongruent choice

vas the correct answer. Both answer choices contained words found

in the text. Whenever possible, three choices were given in order

to reduce the effects of guessing. If there vas a third choice, it

was always judged congruent with the child's prior knowledge schema
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but usually contained words not found in the text. The choices were

ordered randomly through the use of a random numbers table. The two

questions were ordered in the same order as the order of the target

information in the text.

Using a table of random numbers, a random order of the four text

conditions was generated, with the restriction that there were 7

instances of each text condition within each sequence of 28 and no

more than 2 instances of a condition were adjacent. Texts were also

randomly ordered so that the order of conditions and the insertion of

a particular text in a particular condition were both random.

In order to confirm the judgments about the congruency or incon-

gruency of the target information with the children's prior knowledge,

147 students from grades four and seven in the same school were given

the questions without the texts. The questions were randomly ordered

and were arranged, six questions per page, with the provision that no

two questions on the same topic would be adjacent. The pages were

then arranged in four different random orders with the same provision.

The children were tested in class groups of about 30. They were given

the questions in a booklet containing the following instructions on

the first page.

INSTRUCTIONS:

This booklet contains a number of questions about many
different subjects. You may know the answers to some of the
questions, but you will certainly not know the answers to all
of them.

If you don't know the answer, we would like you to guess.
We are interested in finding out which answers children would
guess to be the right answer. Don't just pick out any answer.
Think about it and make the best guess you can.
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The experimenter did three samples with the children,informing them

whether their guesses were arrect or incorrect. Two of the samples

had a correct answer that was presumed to be incongruent, and one

had an answer that was presumed to be congruent with the children's

prior knowledge.

The children's answers to the questions were scored correct or

incorrect on the basis of the texts that they were designed to accom-

pany. Any incongruent question that received more than 302 correct

guesses was judged not to be truly incongruent, and the text that

accompanied that question was dropped from the analysis of the grade-

five and grade-six responses. This resulted in the removal of 10

texts leaving a total of 18 texts, 3 of the E Inc H/E Con L type

and 5 of eacb of the other three rypes.

Procedure

Children ware tested in class groups of about thirty. They

received booklets that contained each text on a separate page. The

questions followed the text on the same page. Each booklet contained

the following instructions, which wore read to the children by the

experimenter.

This booklet ccatains a passage on each page. Each
passage is followed by two questions. You are to read
each passage and mark an I in the parentheses ( ) in
front of the best answer to each question.

Please ask for help with any word that you cannot
read, and take as.much time as you need.

Let's turn to the first sample and do it together:
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The experimenter then went over two samples with the children. In

one of the samples the target information was explicitly stated

while in the other it was implied. This was pointed out to the

children.

All the children finished within the 45-ainute class period.

The materials had been prepared at a readability level appropriate

for the children, and very few children asked for assistance in

identifying words. Children's answers were scored "1" if correct

or "0" if incorrect.

Results

The raw scores for congruent and incongruent subtexts were

separately transformed into standard scores. The correlation of

scores between the congruent and incongruent 'subtexts was .624.

Reliabilities of congruent and incongruent subtexts, of the total

test, and of the difference between congruent and incongruent scores

are shown in the Table 1.

Table 1

Standard Score Reliabilities

Score Reliability

Incongruent .790
Congruent .662
Total .836
Difference .271

The reliabilities of the congruent and incongruent subtexts

were used to compute, for each subject, an estimated true standard
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score (regressed standard score) for the congrumt questions and

an estimated true standard score for the inccogruent questions. A

difference score was then computed for each subject.

Since children with a non-accommodating reading strategy

would be likely to be among the students with relatively low scores

on the incongruent compared to the congruent items, those students

with the most extreme difference scores were identified so that

they could be studied diagnostically at a later time.

Because of the errors of measurement involved in the difference

s_ a, there is a good chance of a real difference only if the

observed difference is quite large. In deciding how large the

difference score must be for the student to be included in the

group to be studied diaenostically, a procedure suggested by

Thorndike (1973) was used. A cutoff was sought such that there

would be at least a 50:50 chance that the identified students would

have a Dal difference in their reading comPrehension of incongruent

and congruent information. Thorndike's procedure indicated that

a difference of approximately 1.5 standard deviations between incon-

gruent and congruent subtet roe would serve as an apprOpriate

cutoff, identifying 4.182 of the tested group. Of these cases,

shout half (2.121) should repiesent chance occurrence and half

(2.061) should represent real differences (or, in Thorndike's

terio,the betting odds would be 206:212, or about 1:1)..

Those children whose difference scores were at least 1.5

standard deviations above or belay the mean difference score

were selected for further analysis. There were 13 subjects with

2 6
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high positive difference scores, i.e., their incongruent score was

much lover than their congruent score. This was the group of interest.

This group had a mean difference of 13.39 with a standard deviation

of 2.65. On the screening test, their raw score mean total correct

was 21.31g with a S.D. of 3.65. The Jowest score was 15.76 and the

highest 28.76.

There were also eight subjects with high negative difference

scores. This group had a mean difference score of -11.30 with a

standard deviation of .77. While this high negative difference groap

showed less variability than the high positive difference group with

regard to their difference scores, in every other respect they were

a much more varied group than the high positive aifferance group.

They had a higher mean total correct (X 26.14) but ehe standard

deviation of the total for this group was more than twice as large

(SD 7.95) as that of the high positive difference group (SD 3.65).

The range of total scores :3 another indication of the extreme vari-

ability of this negative difference group. The lowest total score

was 11.76 and the highest 34.76.

Means and standard deviations of IQ scores from the Otis-Lennon

Mental Ability Test, Elementall Level II, form J, are shown in Table 2.

Again the moan of the high negative difference group liras slightly

higher, and this tine the standard de'viation of this group was almost ,/

three times greater than that of the high positive difference group.

NCE scores (normalised standard scores with a mean of 30 and
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S.D. of 21.06), from Levels E and F, Form 2, of the SRA Achievement

series (Science Research Associates, 1978) were available for the

childrea involved in the study. The scores of the two groups under

discussion are also summarised in Table 2.

Table 2

Maan IQ and Achievement Scores of Children
with Large Congruent-Incongruent Differences

High Positive Group High Negative Group

Mean SD Mean SD

Otis-Lennon IQ 101.08 6.60 110.57 19.10

SRA Scores

Composite 44.77 5.54 61.00 26.97

Vocabulary 51.46 15.87 53.63 17.83

Comprehension 40.69 9.48 61.38 20.89

Total leading 45.23 10.13 58.50 20.44

Math Concepts 50.84 8.47 64.50 25.63

Math Problems 51.69 12.71 m 60.00 21.47

Math Total 48.62 7.27 63.00 26.93

Usage 41.15 10.22 57.63 25.59

Spelling 35.23 15.92 46.00 22.92

every SRL subtest the mean of the.high.negattm

difference Uomp.ie higher than that of the high positive
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difference group. However, the standard deviations of the high

negative difference group are also extremely high, an indication of

the wide range of ability in this group. One subtest, vocabulary, is

an exception to this pattern. On this subtest, the means of the two

groups, as well as the standard deviations, are quite similar. Because

of this and the wide difference between the two groups in performance

on the comprehension subtest, both groups have differences between

their vocabulary and comprehension scores. The high positive dif-

ference group has a mean vocabulary score higher than their mean com-

prehension score, while the high negative difference group has a mean

comprehension score greater than their mean vocabulary score. The

very high standard deviation of comprehension score for the high

negative difference group (SD 20.89) suggests that for the high

negative difference group, the difference between comprehension and

vocabulary is not very consistent across subjects. In fact, this is

true. Of the eight subjects in the high negative difference group,
.N

only three had comprehension scores more then 10 points higher than

their vocabulary scores. (However, one of these subjects had a compre-

hension score 34 points higher than his vocabulary score.) In addition,

one subject in this group had a substantial difference in the opposite

direction, i.e., his vocabulary score was 14 points higher than his

comprehension score.

In the high positive differente group, on the other hand, while

the size of the difference between the vocabulary and comprehension

2
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scores varied, every subject but one had a vocabulary score greater

than his/her caaprehension score. The one exception had a compre-

hension score only six points higher than his vocabulary score.

Discussion

The low reliability of the difference scores (r .271) indicates

that the difference scores have a large error component. Indeed, the

extrema variability and small size of the high negative difference group

suggest that these negatiim differences are most likely due to chance

factors. However, the high positive difference group was larger and

far less variable on just about every factor than the high negative

difference group. It is possible, therefote, Chat a major part of the

true variance of the difference score is contributed by'the scores

of the children in the high positive difference group. These children

ars alike in several other waysland many of then may consistently

have special difficulty vith innongruent information in written text.

The children in this high positive difference group were all of

average intelligence. The mean IQ of this group was 101, and the

lowest IQ score of any child in the group was 90. It had been hypo-

thesized Chat children prone to the use of a non-accommodating strategy

of overreliance on prior knowledge would score at least in the average

range ca the WISC-R, since the use of such a strategy would serve

them well on an IQ test that measures what an individual has already

learned. The fact that this high positive difference group had IQ's

in the average range on an IQ test (Otis-Lennon Mental Ability Test)
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which included the burden of reading the test (a factor not found

in the WISC-R) gives further support to this hypothesis.

Cromer (1970) suggested the exiatence of a group of poor readers

who have special difficulty with comprehension of connected text

rather than vord recognition difficulties. He indicated thet such

a group would be characterized by vocabulary scores that were higher

than their comprehension scores. The high positive difference group

on this study appeared similar to this group described by Cromer,

since their vocabulary scores are higher than the comprehension

scores. Overreliance on prior knowledge may be a characteristic

of children whose vocabulary scores indicate a good background of

knowledse and whose comprehension scores indicate difficulty in

understanding written text.

The results of this study suggest that the instrummnt developed

is capable of identifying children who might be considered to 1110

a non-aecommodating strategy since they find information that is

incongruent with their prior knowledge much more difficult to process.

The fact that the standardized test scores of the children fall within

the average range suggests that this type of non-accommodating strategy

may characterize low-average rather than poor readers.

Further investigation is needed before placing any degree of

confidence in these children's use of a non-accommodating strategy.

Performance on one task does not provide sufficient evidence for use

of a strategy. Moreover, the minimal reliabilities of the congruent

3
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subtest and of the difference score suggest the need for revision of

the screening instrument. As a first step, however, the results of

this study suggest that further investigation is warranted.

Experiment II

An independent study employtng the same texts and a different

experimental design was also carried out to investigate the effect of

congruency of information on the comprehension of middle-grade chil-

dren and to see if the effect of congruency was related to degree of

xplicitness or level of staging.

Method

Sub ects. The subjects were 145 students in the fourth and

seventh grades of the same suburban parochial school used in the

first study. These were the same subjects who had answered the

questions without the texts as a check on the congruency of the

target information. This study was conducted more than a month

later in order to reduce any connection of the two testings in the

'kinds of the students.

Materials. The materials for this study consiste. of four

versions of the 18 texts used in the first study. Two texts were

added for a total of 20. One of the added texts had been used as

a sample in the first study. The other had an incongruent question

answered correctly by only 35% of the respondents to the questionnaire,

so the criterion was modified to permit inclusion of this text.

3,
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Design. This study used a mixed factorial design. Degree of

explicitness and level of staging were between-subject factors,and

degree of congruency was a within-subject factor. There were four

different subject groups, each group receiving all the texts in one

condition. The text conditions were rotated for distribution to each

class group. The conditions and resulting number of subjects in each

condition are listed in Table 3.

Table 3

Number of SUbjects in each Text Condition

Condition Grade Number of Subjects

E Inc H/E Con L 4 18
7 16

E Inc L/E Con H 4 19
7 17

I Inc H/I Con L 4 21
7 16

I loc L/I Con H 4 20
7 18

Procedures. The procedures for administration and scoring were the

sans as those used in the Experiment I.

Results

Ruder-Richardson Formula 20 reliabilities for the two grades

combined and for each grade separately are shown. Results are listed

in the Table 4. The correlation between the Incongruent and Congruent

scales was .702 for both grades combined, .621 for Grade 4, and .683
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for Grade 7. It can be seen that a problem with the reliability of

the congruent scale occurred in the fourth grade. Otherwise, the

reliabilities were quite acceptable.

Scale

Table 4

KRr20 Test Reliabilities

Grade Reliability

Total Combined .870
4 .816
7 .871

Congruent Combined .715
4 .581
7 .726

Incongruent Combined .825
4 .780
7 .824

Since it was possible that the effects might differ according

to grade, separate ANOVA's were computed for each grade. In fourth

grade, there was a main effect for level of congruency F(1,74)

42.49, p.c.001). Congruent information (re, 12.474) was easier

than incongruent information (r. 10.013) in all conditions. There

was no significant main effect fo* condition, but there was a signifi-

cant congruency by explicitness interaction. Table 5 suggests the

nature of this interaction.
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Table 5

Subscale Means and Standard Deviations for Four

Conditions in Grade Four

Condition Scale Mean SD

E Lnc H/E Con L Congruent 13.556 3.222
Incongruent 12.278 5.686

E Inc L/E Con H Congruent 12.158 3.563
Incongruent 10.263 3.509

I Inc H/I Con L Congruent 11.714 2.986
Incongruent 9.381 2.636

I Inc L/I Con H Congruent 12.600 2.742
Incongruent 8.400 4.321

The mean congruent information score did not differ greatly across the

four conditions, bui incongruent information vas easier to compre-

hand in some conditions than others. When the.four groups were com-

bined into two groups--an explicit and an implicit group --the nature

of the interaction Vas made clearer. There was again a significant

main effect for degree of congruency (F(1,76) 41.37, ps*001) and

also a significant main effect for degree of explicitness (F(1,76)

4.13, p .05) and a significant interaction (F(1,76) 4.81, poiC.05)

between congruency and explicitness.

Table 6 indicates that explicit information was easier overall,

but this vas primarily due to the fact that incongruent information was

easier when it was stated explicitly.
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Table 6

Means for Explicit and Implicit Conditions

Condition ;ailment' Incon ruent Total

Explicit 12.838 12.146 12.041
Implicit 11.243 8.902 10.524

In summary, in Grade 4,congruent information was easier than

incongruent information in all conditions. How congrumit information

was presented did not make a difference, but the manner in which incon-

gruent information was presented did make a difference. Incongruent

information vas easier when presented explicitly. Level of staging

made no difference.

In the seventh grade ANOVA, there was a significant main effect

for degree of congruency (F(1,63) 32.19, pI(.001). Congruent infor-

mation (1 15.597) was again easier than incongruent information

(i 13.313) in all conditions. In this grade, there was a significant

main effect for condition (F(3,363) 3.88, p .01) but no significant

interaction. Thus, the conditions affected ability to process both

congruent and incongrusnt information. Table 7 presents the congruent

and incongruent means in the four different text conditions.

Table 7

Congruent and Inconlruent Means in Different Text Conditions

Condition Cal ruent Incongruent

E Inc WE Con L 16.688 14.750
E Inc L/E Con ii 17.353 14.294
I Inc H/I Con L 13.687 11.250
I Inc L/I Con H 14.667 12.944

0
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Simple specific comparisons showed a significant mein effect for level

of explicitness (F(1,65) de 10.36, poc.01) but no significant effect

for level of staging. In Grade 7, therefore, ccagruent information

,was easier than incongruent information in all conditions and both

types of ihformation were easier when they were presented explicitly.

Discussion

The finding that the incongruent information was more difficult

for both grade levels cannot be interpreted with confidence, since

there is no assurance that the constructed materials are representative

samples of congruent and incongruent information, which are domains

that vary from individual to individual. Nevertheless, the incongruent

information was presented.simply and clearly, and the relative diffi-

culty of this informaticm is in keeping with the hypothesis that incon-

gruent AnZormation is more difficult to process as a result of prior

knowledge sources being in conflict with sources in the text.

In keeping with earlier work, the present study confirmed that

explicit information is generally more likely to be used than is implicit

information. The interaction between explicitness and congruency at

the fourth grade level indicates, however, that an explicit statement

of new information is particularly helpful when incongruent information

must be processed. Apparently by the time they reach the level of

seventh grade, most children have learned to note and accommodate to

new information in the text that is incongruent with their prior knowledge,

314
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even when that information is only implicitly stated. Incongruent

information and Lmplicit information remain relatively difficult to

use, but there is -no special difficulty about inccogruent information

that is only implicit.
w

The finding in the second study that incongruent information was

more difficult than congruent information raised the possibility that

large differences between congruent and incongruent scores found in

the first study could be explained by saying that the non-aecommodating

children simply failed the more difficult items. However, an analysis

based on the difficulty level of the congruent and incongruent questions

missed by the 13 non-accommodating children augeests that this is an

untenable explanation. As can be seen in Table 8, children in the non-

accommodating group missed incongruent items that were generally asier

than the congruent items they missed, even though incongruent items

were harder overall.

Table 8

Mean Difficulty Levels of Congruent and Incongruent Items

(lased on all 5th and 6th grade students

All items

Con ruant Incongruent

.71 .66

Items missed by non-accommodating children .60 .62

When the itememissed by these children were analyzed further, it

appeared that the level of explicitness and level of staging of

3
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incongruent information might be interacting with level of congruency

to affect the comprehension of the incongruent information. Although

incongruent items were much harder than congruent items overall for

these children, incongruent items were even more difficult when

implicitly stated and staged low. (See Table 9.) Thus, the same

factors that generally affect Riddle-grade children affect the non -

accommodating children.

Table 9

Mean Difficulty of Incongruent Items for all Fifth and Sixth
Grade Children and for Non-Accommodating Children

Condition Ail Children Non-Accoemodatina Children

Explicit .78 .42
Implicit .56 .25
Staged Nigh .68 .35
Staged Low .62 .29

The evidence that incongruent information is more difficult for

middle grads children to process than congruent information suggests

that this factor should be taken into consideration when making judg-

ments about the difficulty level of texts presented to thee* children.

The fact that incongruent information not explicitly stated is par-

ticularly difficult suggests the need to highlight the incongruent

information in order to counteract for this difficulty, especially

for the children who show greater difficulty.in this area. It has

been suggested that Ullance on prior knowledge nust be balanced by

attention to orthographic and linguistic cues, (Stanovich, 1980).
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The manner in which these children process linguistic cues and methods

of training them to change their manner of processing are areas for

further investigation.

6

u
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